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With increased scrutiny of license

compliance, it is more important than

ever for organizations to ensure they are

compliant.

Cornerstone Data

Systems, Inc.

Your data is your business's

most valuable asset. So give

your databases the care and

attention they deserve while

still minimizing cost, and

reducing the workload of your

IT staff. The numerous benefits

of remote database

administration are all within

reach.

 

So don’t get left behind. Get in

touch with Cornerstone today.

 Our consultants can answer

any questions you may have

about our process, and we’d

be happy to discuss a

customized remote DBA

solution for your company

based on your particular

needs, IT infrastructure, and

budget.

WHY COMPANIES

CHOOSE US?

We provide a personalized

experience 

Thought & strategic

leadership is included for

all our clients

Flexible arrangements

working on-site or remote

Boutique services, so that

you don't pay for services

you don't need

One-on-one support &

training for your staff

We provide you with

expert-level resources with

real world experience

Oracle Soft Audit Services

Don’t be caught off guard!

Often over time, turning on of Database Options, growth and unregulated downloads

can cause an organization to become un-intentionally non-compliant. Cornerstone

soft audit services utilizes advanced tools to review your Oracle installs and licensing

to identify gaps before they become costly audit problems.

Cornerstone soft audit tools can provide

a scan of your entire install base across

multiple products, environments and

entities among varied geographies.

Soft Audit Process:

Cornerstone uses Oracle Audit

Equivalent tools to scan your

environment in a non-intrusive way

to extract data for audit review.

Soft Audit output includes information

such as:All Physical and Virtual 

Environments scanned including:

-Production

-Testing

-Staging

-Q/A

-Standby

-Failover

-Non-Production

-Development

-Sandbox

-Data Recovery

-Disaster Recovery

-Remote Mirroring

Understanding your exposure now can 

save significant cost down the road!

Cornerstone Soft Audit Compliance Program 

- Call now for a Soft Audit quote

Soft Audits can help with potential penalties your environments

may be exposed to and often pay for themselves

As a certified Oracle partner, we can assist you in

ensuring that your Oracle install base is compliant and

provide recommendations to remediate any gaps in the

most cost effective manner. Contact us today!

CONTACT US

- Analysis information of hosts on network

- Scans at a database level

- Identification of Products installed

- Identification of feature sets turned on

- Statistical information on product &

feature activation/use
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